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ARBITRATOR’S DECISION

Procedural History

On May 3, 2006, Beaver Creek Cooperative Telephone Company (Beaver
Creek or BCT) filed a petition with the Public Utility Commission of Oregon (Commission)
requesting arbitration of an interconnection agreement (ICA) with Qwest Corporation
(Qwest) pursuant to the Telecommunications Act of 1996 (the Act). A proposed
interconnection agreement was affixed to the petition as Appendix A.

Qwest responded to the petition on May 30, 2006. A prehearing conference
was held on June 20, 2006. At the conference, a procedural schedule was adopted, which
was later modified by a Ruling of the Arbitrator on July 13, 2006. The Arbitrator issued a
Protective Order on July 31, 2006. By joint letter of August 8, 2006, the parties waived their
right to hearing. By Ruling of August 9, 2006, the Arbitrator granted the joint motion by
the parties to waive the hearing, accept certain testimony and evidentiary material into the
record and adopt a schedule for the submission of briefs. The parties filed Opening Briefs
on September 8, 2006 and Reply Briefs on September 22, 2006.

Statutory Authority

The standards for arbitration are set forth in 47 U.S.C. §252I:

In resolving by arbitration under subsection (b) any open issues
and imposing conditions upon the parties to the agreement, a
State commission shall—
(1) ensure that such resolution and conditions meet the

requirements of section 251, including the regulations
prescribed by the [Federal Communications] Commission
(FCC) pursuant to section 251;
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(2) establish any rates for interconnection, services, or network
elements according to subsection (d); and

(3) provide a schedule for implementation of the terms and
conditions by the parties to the agreement.

Legal and Regulatory Background

The interpretation of Sections 251 and 252 of the Act, which concern how
parties negotiate an ICA, and their application via the rules promulgated by the FCC have
been the subject of virtually continuous litigation since the legislation was passed almost a
decade ago. With each Appellate and Supreme Court decision, prior FCC rules and their
interpretations have been struck down or modified in whole or in part and new rules adopted
in an attempt to satisfactorily comply with the later Court rulings. The most significant
rulings affecting the current state of federal law and regulation, which the Commission is
required to utilize in fulfilling its statutory obligations under the Act, are the Triennial
Review Order (TRO)1 and the Triennial Review Remand Order (TRRO).2 As a former Bell
Operating Company (BOC), Qwest is also bound by the requirements of Section 271 of the
Act, and the Arbitrator is obliged to be cognizant of federal rules and regulations and judicial
opinions related thereto in the arbitration process.

Factual Background

The Oregon City and Beavercreek exchanges are contiguous and are both
within the Portland Extended Area Service (EAS) area. Qwest is the incumbent local
exchange carrier (ILEC) in the Oregon City exchange and in contiguous and non-contiguous
exchanges throughout the Portland Metropolitan Area.

Within the Beavercreek telephone exchange, BCT is an ILEC pursuant
to Section 251(h) of the Act and is authorized to provide local exchange service as a
cooperative within the meaning of ORS 759.025(2).3 BCT is also a competitive local
exchange carrier (CLEC) in Qwest’s Oregon City exchange and has had an ICA with Qwest
and its predecessor entity since 1996. The subject matter of this Arbitration proceeding is the
negotiation of a new ICA between Qwest and BCT in its capacity as a CLEC in the Oregon
City exchange.

1 Review of the Section 251 Unbundling Obligations of Incumbent Local Exchange Carriers, 18 FCC Rcd.
16978 (2003, affirmed in part and reversed and vacated in part, United States Telecom Association v. FCC, 359
F.3d 554 (D.C. Cir. 2004) (“USTA II”).
2 Order on Remand, In the Matter of Review of Unbundled Access to Network Elements, Review of Section 251,
Unbundling Obligations of Incumbent Local Exchange Carriers, CC Docket No. 01-338, WC Docket No. 04-
313 (FCC rel. February 4, 2005).
3 See generally ORS Chapter 62. Although the Public Utility Commission of Oregon (Commission) lacks full
regulatory authority over cooperatives, several statutes subject cooperatives to the Commission’s authority for
specific purposes. Among these statues are ORS 759.225 and ORS 759.220, which, together, treat cooperatives
like telecommunications utilities subject to Commission authority for purposes of regulating the terms and
conditions of “through services.”
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ILEC-to-ILEC and ILEC-to-CLEC intercarrier compensation and
interconnection arrangements are governed by markedly different historical practices,
statutes and rules.4 Nevertheless, the structure and operations of BCT are purposely
integrated to the greatest possible level. 5 Only the Commission’s rules, which BCT has
consistently opposed, continue to prevent it from integrating the operations entirely.6

Issue 1: Change of Law (Section 2.2)

BCT’s proposed revisions (deletions noted by strikethrough; additions noted
by underlining) to the Qwest-offered ICA language are as follows:

2.2 The provisions in this Agreement are intended to be in
compliance with and based on the existing state of the law,
rules, regulations and interpretations thereof, including
but not limited to state rules, regulations, and laws, as of
March 11, 2005 (the Existing Rules). Nothing in this
Agreement shall be deemed an admission by Qwest or
CLEC concerning the interpretation or effect of the
Existing Rules or an admission by Qwest or CLEC that the
Existing Rules should not be changed, vacated, dismissed,
stayed or modified. Nothing in this Agreement shall
preclude or estop Qwest or CLEC from taking any position
in any forum concerning the proper interpretation or effect
of the Existing Rules or concerning whether the Existing
Rules should be changed, vacated, dismissed, stayed or
modified. To the extent that the Existing Rules are vacated,
dismissed, stayed or materially changed or modified, then
this Agreement shall be deemed amended to reflect such
legally binding modification or change of the Existing
Rules, effective with the date of such change. Where the
Parties Any failure to agree upon the terms of such an
amendment within sixty (60) Days after notification from a
Party seeking amendment due to a modification or change
of the Existing Rules or if any time during such sixty
(60) day period or if the Parties shall have ceased to

4 The exchange of local/EAS traffic between ILECs is generally governed by state commission rules, while
ILEC-CLEC arrangements for this type of traffic are pursuant to ICAs established, enforced and interpreted
under the Telecommunications Act of 1996 (the Act) and the federal and state rules related to the Act. In
Oregon, exchange of local/EAS traffic between ILECs is generally bill-and-keep. See Order No. 89-815.
5 BCT/1, Linstrom/5-6. “Q: Why did BCT choose to have its operations in Oregon City be part of its
cooperative activities? A: The founding members of BCT wanted BCT to serve all members of the cooperative
fairly and equitably. The management today still believes that BCT shall provide all services as a cooperative.
It is almost like asking why the sky is blue or why does it rain in Oregon. That is just the way it is.” Id., p. 5,
lines 1-6.
6 In the Matter of Amendments to Division 032 Rules relating to Telecommunications. Docket No. AR 365,
Order No. 00-068, entered February 8, 2000, appeals denied. Subsequent litigation on issues arising out of the
extent to which BCT sought to integrate its CLEC operations and its ILEC operations are summarized in
Qwest’s Opening Brief, p. 6, line 25 - p. 7, line 23.
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negotiate such new terms for a continuous period of
fifteen (15) Days, it shall be resolved in accordance with
the Dispute Resolution provision of this Agreement. It is
expressly understood that this Agreement will be corrected,
or if requested by CLEC, amended as set forth in this
Section 2.2, to reflect the outcome of generic proceedings
by the Commission for pricing, service standards, or other
matters covered by this Agreement. Rates in Exhibit A will
reflect legally binding decisions of the Commission and
shall be applied on a prospective basis from the effective
date of the legally binding Commission decision, unless
otherwise ordered by the Commission. Where a Party
provides notice to the other Party within thirty (30) Days
of the effective date of an order issuing a legally binding
change, any resulting amendment shall be deemed effective
on the effective date of the legally binding change or
modification of the Existing Rules for rates, and to the
extent practicable for other terms and conditions, unless
otherwise ordered. In the event neither Party provides
notice within thirty (30 Days, the effective date of the
legally binding change shall be the Effective Date of the
amendment unless the Parties agree to a different date.
During the pendency of any negation for an amendment
pursuant to this Section 2.2 the Parties shall continue to
perform their obligations in accordance with the terms and
conditions of this Agreement, for up to sixty (60) Days. If
the Parties fail to agree on an amendment during the sixty
(60) Day negotiation period, the Parties agree that the first
matter to be resolved during Dispute Resolution will be the
implementation of an interim operating agreement between
the Parties regarding the disputed issues, to be effective
during the pendency of Dispute Resolution. The Parties
agree that the interim operating agreement shall be
determined and implemented within the first fifteen
(15) Days of Dispute Resolution and the Parties will
continue to perform their obligations in accordance with
the terms and conditions of this Agreement, until the
interim operating agreement is implemented. For the
purposes of this section, “legally binding” means that the
legal ruling has not been stayed, no request for a stay is
pending, and any deadline for requesting a stay designated
by statute or regulation, has passed.
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Positions of the Parties. BCT asserts that “this is a minor issue,” and it
would prefer that changes of law be self-executing. “BCT believes that Qwest’s proposal
is slow, inefficient and could lead to regulatory disputes…both sides have merit. BCT
does not have a very strong position on this issue, but believes that its position is slightly
preferable to Qwest’s position.”7 BCT “believes its proposed language is somewhat
preferable by incorporating the concept that the change of law occurs on the effective
date of the change of law, not some later date through an amended agreement.”8

Qwest believes that the BCT proposal is inferior because it does not allow
parties to decide to live out an existing agreement without having it reflect a change in law
and because “each party would implement its view immediately and later attempt to reach
agreement. This approach makes disputes likely and could affect the continuity of service
provided to end-users.”9 “Since both parties agree that written amendments should be agreed
to for changes in law, Qwest believes that it would promote certainty and limit disputes if
such amendments are agreed to before the parties independently implement changes in
law.”10

Discussion. The Qwest-proposed language will be adopted. It minimizes
the impact of any delay in negotiating contract amendments by promoting certainty and
providing prompt time frames for the negotiating process. At the same time, Qwest’s
language also provides the parties with the flexibility to agree to leave the language of
the contract intact for the remainder of its term, if they so choose.

Issue 2: Routing and Trunking (Sections 7.2.2.1.2, 7.2.2.2.1, 7.2.2.3.1, 7.2.2.9.3.1,
7.2.2.9.3.2, 7.2.2.9.6, 7.2.2.9.6.111 and 7.3.112)

BCT uses one entity to provide both ILEC (BCI) and CLEC (BCC)
telecommunications services, as well as cable TV service, broadband and dial-up internet
services and other computer services to its members in both the Beavercreek and Oregon
City exchanges.13 BCT is aware of the requirement to keep the financial accounting between
its operations in Oregon City and its operations in the Beavercreek exchange separate, but
maintains that “BCT’s goal is to eliminate the artificial distinctions between its operations as
an ILEC and a CLEC to the greatest extent possible.”14

Carriers other than BCT use separate Operating Company Numbers (OCNs)
in the Local Exchange Routing Guide (LERG) to separately identify their ILEC and CLEC
operations, for both the origination and termination of traffic. BCT, however, identifies both
its CLEC and ILEC operations with a single OCN. Thus, in providing telecommunications
services, BCT makes no distinctions between the exchanges in the LERG when identifying

7 BCT Opening Brief, p. 13.
8 BCT Reply Brief, p. 26.
9 Qwest Opening Brief, p. 11.
10 Qwest Reply Brief, p. 16.
11 BCT’s proposed changes are set forth in BCT/2, Linstrom/1-2.
12 BCT Petition, Appendix A, p. 69 of proposed modified ICA.
13 BCT/1, Linstrom/4.
14 Id., Linstrom/5-6.
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the BCC and BCI operations as both the originating source of traffic and its destination.
Consequently, to separately identify BCI and BCC traffic, Qwest put in place “unique
translations to route traffic to BCT by NPA/NXX instead of OCN.”15

Qwest routes traffic to BCT over several different trunk groups. There are
direct trunk groups from Qwest’s Milwaukie switch to BCT’s switch and from Qwest’s
Oregon City switch to BCT’s switch. The traffic flowing over those trunks may include
some CLEC-originated traffic, but the volume is relatively low, in BCT’s words “fairly
clean.” These trunks do not appear to be a matter of concern for BCT in the instant
proceeding.16

All discussion of traffic routing and trunking issues discussed below relate
to the remaining routing and trunking of traffic: first, between BCT’s switch and Qwest’s
Local/EAS Tandem in downtown Portland, and, second, between BCT’s switch and the
Qwest Access Tandem, also in downtown Portland. There are two different sets of trunks
between BCT’s switch and the Qwest Local/EAS Tandem, regular and Local Interconnection
Service (LIS). The regular trunks were established for BCI (ILEC-to-ILEC) traffic, and the
LIS trunks were set up pursuant to the existing ICA to separate BCC traffic from BCI traffic.
“Qwest sends all traffic destined for BCC on the trunk groups that are for Beaver Creek’s
CLEC operation, provisioned with appropriate modifiers to identify this trunk group as
‘CLEC’.” Those modifiers facilitate Qwest’s ability to monitor traffic so that appropriate
billing records can be generated for the CLEC in accordance with the existing ICA.17 In the
reverse direction, BCT sends its BCC as well as its BCI traffic to the Qwest Local/EAS
Tandem over the regular trunks only, asserting that the LIS trunks are unreliable.18

When routing calls to BCC, Qwest combines a variety of traffic types,
including Qwest-originated local and toll traffic and third-party originated local and toll
traffic for which Qwest serves only as a transit carrier.19 This Jointly Provided Switched
Access (JPSA) traffic comes to Qwest from the interexchange carriers (IXCs) on “Feature
Group D” (FGD) facilities that the IXCs have purchased to Qwest’s Access Tandems
according to the Qwest Access Tariffs. FGD billing systems generate JPSA records. Other
carriers’ local and intraLATA traffic come to Qwest in an intermingled manner, coming to
the local tandems, end offices, and access tandems with certain CLECs or Cellular Mobile
Radio Service (CMRS) carriers using a Single Point of Presence (SPOP) while also securing
ILEC access at any technically feasible point in the LATA.20

Positions of the Parties. BCT asserts that toll traffic should not be delivered
over local/EAS trunks, that local/EAS traffic should not be delivered over toll trunks and that
CLEC (and, presumably, CMRS) traffic should be delivered over separate trunk groups. In

15 Qwest/5, Cederberg/7-8.
16 BCT/8, Linstrom/1.
17 Qwest/5, Cederberg/9.
18 BCT/8, Linstrom/2. According to Qwest (Qwest/5, Cederberg/7), there was a computer logic error, corrected
in early 2006, which had previously caused BCI traffic to be sent over the BCC LIS trunks. The problem was
due in large part to BCT’s use of a common OCN in the LERG guide as described above.
19 Qwest/2, Cederberg/6, ll. 14-17.
20 Qwest/2, Cederberg/20.
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the alternative, BCT proposes that both parties deliver their own and third party traffic to
the other party over a single set of trunks.21 BCT contends that “there is no good reason
to distinguish the competitive and incumbent operations for the purposes of routing and
exchange of traffic.” Thus, if Qwest can commingle CLEC and ILEC traffic, BCT should
be able to do likewise.22

According to Qwest, it is extremely difficult for Qwest to separately trunk
FGD traffic and technically infeasible for the Qwest Access Tandem switch to instantly
and absolutely separate traffic viewed by BCT as local from that which it views as toll.23

Qwest has no objections to BCT’s commingling of traffic by providing a separate trunk
group for Jointly Provided Switched Access (JPSA) if BCT wants to combine all of its
traffic; however, it must do so by combining its BCI traffic into its BCC operations. What
BCT really wants to do is to have its CLEC operations obtain all of the advantages of being
an ILEC, a situation it has sought previously in many proceedings. CLEC and ILEC traffic
have different compensation terms, and BCT should be required to send its BCC traffic over
the LIS trunks.24

In its Reply Brief, BCT finally agreed that “there are some difficulties with
the trunking solution and [BCT] is no longer proposing the trunking solution concept….
Instead, BCT is proposing that Qwest provide call detail records without charge. The
rationale for this approach is that Qwest is, at the very least, contributing to the problem of
unidentified or phantom traffic25 through its Single Point of Presence (SPOP) product under
which CLECs and others compensate Qwest for the delivery of traffic. Under the SPOP, a
CLEC can deliver all of its traffic—access and local—to the same switch for termination.
This Qwest product substantially increases the chances for phantom traffic.”26

Discussion. Qwest has amply demonstrated that its routing of traffic is in
compliance with the Commission’s rules and preexisting arrangements, agreements and
mutual obligations with other carriers and follows common and accepted practices with
respect to the transport of local, toll, CLEC and CMRS traffic. I find that the separation of
traffic proposed by BCT without adequate justification is wasteful, burdensome to Qwest and
to carriers beyond the two parties in this case and technically difficult.27 Late in the game,
BCT finally acknowledges this reality.

21 BCT Petition, p. 3.
22 BCT/1, Linstrom/6-10.
23 Qwest/2, Cederberg/20. An SPOP is a LIS interconnection trunking option that allows a CLEC (including
the one assigned to BCT for its BCC operations) to establish one physical point of presence within a LATA in
Qwest’s territory and exchange traffic with Qwest at that single point.
24 Qwest Opening Brief, pp. 12-13.
25 The issue of “phantom traffic” has been the subject of previous litigation between the parties before the
Commission. A description of phantom traffic and how it applies to the network architecture connecting BCT
and Qwest in particular appears in Beaver Creek Cooperative Telephone Company v. Qwest Corporation,
Docket UCB 18, Ruling of the Administrative Law Judge issued May 13, 2005, pp. 2-3.
26 Beaver Creek Reply Brief, p. 15.
27 Qwest/2, Cederberg/8, 10-13; Qwest Opening Brief, p. 18, and testimony cited therein.
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Although BCT refers to the SPOP as a Qwest “product,” it is a method of
interconnection that Qwest is, by law, required to offer interconnecting carriers.28 Even
if CLECs are misrouting toll traffic through the local tandem when they use SPOP, it is
still a simple matter for BCT to bill IXCs when the calls do not carry adequate identifying
information.29 Beaver Creek has previously made the argument that Qwest bears some
responsibility for phantom traffic generated by such carriers that transit its facilities and is
therefore somehow obligated to give billing records to BCT at no charge while others pay
for them. However, as the Administrative Law Judge ruled in Docket UCB 18, Beaver
Creek Cooperative Telephone Company v. Qwest Corporation, with respect to BCT’s ILEC
operations, “[f]or the purposes of this Ruling, it is assumed that the problem [of phantom
traffic] does indeed exist. It is therefore also assumed that BCT is not receiving all of the
revenues that should be due at the rate of $.08948 per minute for terminating calls in the
Beavercreek exchange. Although someone is liable to BCT for those charges, …I find that
Qwest is not the responsible party….”30 Therefore, Qwest is now, as then, under no
obligation to provide billing data at no cost.

Qwest offers to make accommodations on related BCT issues. Qwest
has offered to allow Beaver Creek to request that JPSA traffic be provided on a separate
trunk group and proposes that the ICA include language indicating that neither party
will intentionally route JPSA traffic through local tandems. Qwest also agrees to deliver
intraLATA toll traffic originated by its customers to the access tandem.31

I concur with Qwest’s assertion that Sections 7.2.2.9.6 and 7.2.2.9.6.1 provide
BCT with more options for interconnection, which BCT is not required to utilize.32 Since
this language is part of the standard offering made available to other carriers and BCT is not
adversely affected by its inclusion, the language should be part of the ICA for administrative
convenience and to avoid any ambiguity of effect. I also find that Qwest has demonstrated
that direct trunking of traffic to a local tandem or end office makes for a more efficient use of
network resources when traffic has achieved certain levels.33

The asserted reason for BCT’s failure to use the LIS trunks for its BCC
operations because they are “unreliable” will be accorded no weight. Qwest has been
sending traffic for termination to BCC customers over those trunks and has received no
indication that the BCC customers have not been receiving calls.34 The Commission
previously rejected Beaver Creek’s request to treat BCC traffic as BCI traffic, requiring
BCC’s operations to be treated the same as other CLECs.35 The combining of BCC and
BCI traffic over BCI trunks and treating all such traffic as BCI traffic would give BCT’s
BCC operations preferential treatment through a reduction in charges unavailable to other

28 47 U.S.C. §251(c)(2)(B).
29 Qwest/2, Cederberg/19; Qwest/5, Cederberg/12-13.
30 Ruling of May 13, 2005, p. 10.
31 Qwest Opening Brief, pp. 17-18, citing Qwest/2, Cederberg/21-22.
32 Qwest Opening Brief, p. 19.
33 Qwest/2, Cederberg/24.
34 Qwest/5, Cederberg/9.
35 See Order No. 02-148, Appendix A, p. 7, in which BCT was required to operate pursuant to an ICA in order
to provide service in Oregon City.
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CLECs. Qwest’s offer to treat all traffic as BCC traffic and utilize either BCI or BCC LIS
facilities for the transport of traffic is the only non-discriminatory alternative offered by the
parties.

The Qwest proposed language for Sections 7.2.2.1.2, 7.2.2.2.1, 7.2.2.3.1,
7.2.2.9.3.1, 7.2.2.9.3.2, 7.2.2.9.6 and 7.2.2.9.6.1 will be adopted. BCT must select language
that will reflect its choice to either route all BCC traffic over the LIS trunks or to designate
all BCT traffic as BCC traffic and utilize either the BCI or LIS trunks.

Issue 3: Form of Reciprocal Compensation: Sections 7.3.1.1.3.1, 7.3.2.2.1, 7.3.4.1.1,
7.3.4.1.4, 7.3.6.1 and 7.3.6.2

Section 251(b)(5) of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 provides that each
telecommunications carrier has “the duty to establish reciprocal compensation arrangements
for the transport and termination of telecommunications.” 47 C.F.R. §51.711 provides rules
for the establishment of rates for transport and termination of telecommunications traffic.
Subsection 51.711(c) provides as follows:

Nothing in this section precludes a state commission from
presuming that the amount of telecommunications traffic from
one network to the other is roughly balanced with the amount
of telecommunications traffic flowing in the opposite direction
and is expected to remain so, unless a party rebuts such a
presumption.

As discussed above, BCT does not send BCC traffic over the LIS trunks
connecting with Qwest’s facilities as specified in the current ICA. Instead, BCT combines
that traffic with BCI traffic and sends it over the regular (ILEC-to-ILEC) trunks. Due to the
combining of the traffic, Qwest is unable to determine what the relative traffic balance is
between Qwest and BCT’s BCC operations.36

Positions of the Parties. BCT asserts that bill-and-keep is the FCC-preferred
method of compensation and is the one that Qwest has supported in the past, even when
traffic is not in balance.37

Qwest notes that it sends approximately 35,000 minutes of non-transit local
calls to BCC customers and is willing to adopt a bill-and-keep arrangement if it can be
verified that BCC is originating approximately the same volume of non-transit local/EAS
traffic. BCT continues to route BCC traffic over BCI trunks but claims that it is not able to
tell how many minutes of BCC local/EAS traffic are destined for Qwest retail customers
or how many minutes of local/EAS traffic are designated for the retail customers of other
ILECs, CLECs and CMRS carriers in the Portland local calling area because “BCT does not

36 Qwest/1, Freeberg/20.
37 BCT/8, Linstrom/12-14.
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track ported numbers.”38 BCT treats BCC traffic as if it were ILEC traffic, but BCC’s
operations are not ILEC operations and should not get ILEC treatment.39

Discussion. The Qwest language options will be adopted.40 The plain
language of the federal rules permits but does not require state commissions to order bill-
and-keep as the presumptively used form of reciprocal compensation.

In this instance, Qwest asserts, and BCT does not deny, that for whatever
reason, it is not observing the terms of its current agreement with respect to the transport of
BCC-originated traffic over its LIS trunks. BCT has asked the Commission to reward this
behavior by assuming that traffic is in balance with Qwest, even as the BCC traffic, by being
routed as BCI traffic, gets treatment that is better than that available to other CLECs’ traffic
for purposes of compensation. If BCC traffic were routed over its LIS trunks, it would be
easy to determine whether or not the traffic was in balance, but BCT refuses to do so. Qwest
has expressed a willingness to adopt a bill-and-keep compensation scheme if such rough
balance is found.

BCT’s proposed contract language is another attempt to circumvent
requirements that the Commission has previously established.41 Furthermore, the proposed
language has a discriminatory effect upon other CLECs and must be rejected on those
grounds as well.42

Issue 4: Transport of Third-Party Traffic: Sections 7.2.1.2.4, 7.3.2.1.2 and 7.3.1

Section 7.2.1.2.4, with BCT’s proposed deletion shown in strikethrough, reads
in pertinent part as follows:

Transit service is provided by Qwest, as a local and Access
Tandem Switch provider, to CLEC to enable the completion of
calls originated by or terminated to another Telecommunications
Carrier (such as another CLEC, an existing LEC, or a wireless
Carrier), which is connected to Qwest’s local or Access Tandem
Switches. To the extent that CLEC’s Switch functions as a local
or Access Tandem Switch, as defined in this Agreement, CLEC
may also provide transit service to Qwest.

38 Qwest/4, Freeberg/3, BCT response to Qwest data request.
39 Qwest/3, Freeberg/11-12.
40 BCT’s proposed ICA (Appendix A) submitted with its Petition contained Sections 7.3.6.1 and 7.3.6.2, which
Qwest asserts accurately reflected the parties’ negotiations and were acceptable. The proposed language was
changed by BCT’s testimony and is rejected for the same reasons discussed below with respect to the other bill-
and-keep language proposals.
41 See AR 365, Order No. 00-068 at 8-9; ARB 365, Order No. 02-148, Appendix A (Arbitrator’s Decision), p. 7.
42 Findings and conclusions leading to Commission action relating to allegations that BCT may be acting in
violation of its existing ICA are beyond the scope of this arbitration; such allegations are properly raised in the
context of a complaint proceeding.
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Section 7.3.2.1.2, with BCT’s proposed deletion shown in strikethrough, reads
as follows:

When DTT is provided to a local or Access Tandem Switch for
Exchange Service traffic or to an Access Tandem Switch for
Exchange Access or Jointly Provided Switched Access traffic,
the applicable DTT rate elements apply between the Serving
Wire Center and the Tandem Switch. Additional rate elements
for delivery of traffic to the terminating End Office Switch are
tandem switching and tandem transmission. These rates are
described below.

The original Qwest language in Sections 7.2.1.2.4 and 7.3.2.1.2 permits
charges for direct trunked transport (DTT) provided to either local or access tandems at
total element long run incremental cost (TELRIC) based rates. BCT proposes to delete the
reference to DTT associated with an Access Tandem switched call. DTT exists between
Qwest’s Oregon City Serving Wire Center and Qwest’s tandem switch in downtown
Portland.43

Section 7.3.1, with BCT’s proposed deletion shown in strikethrough, reads in
pertinent part, as follows:

Where either Party interconnects and delivers traffic to the other
from third parties, each Party shall bill such third parties the
appropriate charges pursuant to its respective tariffs, price lists or
contractual offerings for such third party terminations. Absent a
separately negotiated agreement to the contrary, the Parties will
directly exchange traffic between their respective networks
without the use of third party transit providers.

Positions of the Parties. With respect to ICA Sections 7.2.1.2.4 and
7.3.2.1.2, BCT asserts that it and Qwest differ in their interpretations of the intent of Qwest’s
language, making BCT’s changes necessary. BCT objects to Qwest’s requirement that the
BCT switch cover the same geographic area as its tandem switch in order to be accorded
tandem status. This and associated requirements “effectively prevent BCT from engaging in
the transit business….”44 BCT wants to move its switch (presumably for both BCC and BCI
traffic) to downtown Portland so that it can serve the same geographic area as Qwest.45

Qwest responds that the net result of BCT’s proposed change would be to
place Qwest in the dubious position of having no opportunity to recover from either the
interexchange carrier or from BCC any cost for the transport necessary to move JPSA calls
from Qwest’s Access Tandem switch to the network interface with BCC, a distance of over

43 Qwest/1, Freeberg/27.
44 BCT Opening Brief, p. 11.
45 Id., p. 12.
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15 miles.46 Furthermore, pursuant to agreements between Qwest and other CLECs, some
calls are destined for BCC subscribers, and a path between the Qwest Access Tandem and
the BCT switch is needed to carry these calls. Not all of this traffic is toll, and DTT charges
properly apply in this instance.47

Qwest’s 7.2.1.2.4 language does not inhibit BCT’s ability to enter the
competitive market for the provision of transit services and applies only to BCT’s provision
of transit service to Qwest and then may still provide transit service to Qwest if BCT’s switch
physically functions as a tandem regardless of its geographic reach. It merely wishes to
confirm that the BCT switch functions as a tandem before BCT may provide transit service
to Qwest.48

With respect to ICA Section 7.3.1, Qwest asserts that BCT misreads the ICA
language it proposes. A separate agreement to provide transit service is not required and
BCT fails to cite any language that would have that effect.49 A separate agreement is only
required under proposed Section 7.3.1 if BCT intends to exchange traffic with Qwest via a
third-party provider.50

Discussion. As described by Qwest,51 and not refuted by BCT, there exists a
complex web of regulations, tariffs and agreements that govern the numerous relationships
among carriers—other than BCT—with whom Qwest interconnects and from whom Qwest
obtains transport compensation. Qwest cannot make the changes BCT proposes without
disrupting the agreements and the relationships they embody. Furthermore, Qwest has
clarified and affirmatively represented its interpretation of the ICA language in response to
many of BCT’s concerns. I find that the Qwest language is the most reasonable means to
resolve the issues presented, and it is adopted.

Issue 5: Phantom Traffic

This issue and the positions of the parties have been discussed above under
Issue 2, Routing and Trunking, where I concluded that Qwest’s handling of other carriers’
traffic as a transiting carrier has been pursuant to its obligations under and in compliance
with state and federal statutes, rules and regulations.

I noted in the Issue 2 discussion, above, that Qwest had no obligation to
provide billing records to BCT without charge. Qwest has indicated that “the cost to Beaver
Creek for obtaining these records would not be large, while the impact on Qwest of being
required to provide such records for free to all other carriers would be significant.” Qwest

46 Qwest/1, Freeberg/27-29. The issues arising out of BCT’s asserted desire to move its switch to downtown
Portland are beyond the scope of this proceeding. Furthermore, contrary to BCT’s assertions, Qwest claims that
it does not oppose the move of the BCT CLEC POI to downtown Portland. Qwest Reply Brief, p. 15.
47 Qwest/1, Freeberg/30.
48 Qwest Reply Brief, pp. 14-15, citing Qwest/3, Freeberg/19.
49 Qwest Reply Brief, p. 13.
50 Id., p. 14.
51 Qwest/1, Freeberg/27-30.
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has also indicated its willingness to pay BCT a comparable rate should Qwest request such
records from BCT.52

The BCT proposal that Qwest provide detail call records without charge is
rejected.

ARBITRATOR'S DECISION

1. The interconnection agreement between BCT and Qwest shall utilize the
language proposed by Qwest with respect to Section 2.2. BCT’s proposed
language is rejected.

2. The interconnection agreement between BCT and Qwest shall utilize
the language proposed by Qwest with respect to Sections 7.2.2.1.2,
7.2.2.2.1, 7.2.2.3.1, 7.2.2.9.3.1, 7.2.2.9.3.2, 7.2.2.9.6, 7.2.2.9.6.1 and 7.3.1,
including the alternatives and modifications offered by Qwest to BCT as
noted in this decision. BCT’s proposed language is rejected.

3. The interconnection agreement between BCT and Qwest shall utilize the
language proposed by Qwest with respect to Sections 7.3.1.1.3.1,
7.3.2.2.1, 7.3.4.1.1, 7.3.4.1.4, 7.3.6.1 and 7.3.6.2. BCT’s proposed
language is rejected.

4. The interconnection agreement between BCT and Qwest shall utilize the
language proposed by Qwest with respect to Sections 7.2.1.2.4, 7.3.2.1.2
and 7.3.1, with such clarifying language and affirmative representations as
provided by Qwest during the course of this proceeding. BCT’s proposed
language is rejected.

5. Within 30 days of the date of the Commission's final order in this
proceeding, Qwest and Universal shall submit an interconnection
agreement consistent with the terms of this decision.

6. As provided in OAR 860-016-0030(10), any person may file written
comments within 10 days of the date this decision is served.

Dated at Salem, Oregon, this 20th day of October, 2006.

_______________________________
Allan J. Arlow, Arbitrator

ARB 747 Arbitrator’s Decision

52 Qwest Opening Brief, pp. 29-30, and Reply Brief, pp. 15-16.


